Background problems in optical transient searches
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Abstract. The optical transient (OT) searches are heavily affected, especially at low magnitudes, by background. I will discuss the most important sources of this background, and suggest a suitable strategy for searches for optical afterglows of GRBs in optical.
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1. Introduction

Despite exciting new results (7 GRB–related optical afterglows (OAs) discovered), there still remain questions: more than one fading optical object has been revealed in or close to GRB boxes in several cases and, in one case, more than one X-ray fading source has been found in GRB box. For GRB 970616, two X-ray fading counterparts and two optically fading objects, one inside gamma ray box but both outside X-ray boxes have been detected (Greiner et al. 1997). For GRB 970402, an optically variable/fading source was found outside the X-ray error box. The gamma–ray error box of GRB 970508 exhibits several optical variable sources, only one in the X-ray box (Djorgovski et al. 1997). There are two X-ray sources in the GRB 980425 error box. The fading X-ray source is not coinciding with optical and radio source (SN 1998bw). The obvious conclusion may be drawn, namely that not all optical and probably also not all X-ray variable/fading objects found at or close to the GRB positions are related to GRBs. This background is especially important for large error boxes.

Let us try to summarize what we have learned from the Optical Afterglows (OA) analyses: (1) 7 OAs were detected from 19 GRBs studied i.e. ~40% of GRBs exhibit optical emission (2) they peak at 18 – 23 mag (3) they exhibit power law declines with mean power of ~1.2 (4) they seem to be related to faint host galaxies (but not all) (5) not all GRBs have an OA (6) the optical emission less than 3 hrs after GRBs remains poorly investigated (7) the direct optical emission is below V = 7 – 10 mag (Hudec et al. 1999) (8) at least some OAs are very likely associated with GRBs e.g. due to excellent positional and temporal coincidence and common power law fading.

One can conclude that GRBs may be monitored and studied by observing their OAs. This may open a new observing window for monitoring GRBs. Further, the rate of OAs may be higher than the rate of GRBs due to different beaming, the factor is unknown but may be up to 100, hence such studies require good knowledge of OT related background (false events not related to GRBs but with similar transient behavior)

2. The background sources

2.1. Supernovae

The supernovae, especially those of Ia type, may represent an important source of confusion due their occurrence rates, rise and decay timescales, and magnitudes. The expected rate of occurrence for faint events (down to R 23 mag) is roughly 2 deg^−2 or 0.0015 arcmin^−2 (Evans et al. 1989; Pain 1996; Brainerd 1998). But, at least some, SNe may be probably related to GRBs (SN 1998bw and GRB 980425).

2.2. AGN flares

The spread of particular AGN flare amplitudes is large (0.1... 6.7 mag). Recently, there is growing evidence for large amplitude (more than 10 mag) flares on AGNs (Hudec et al. 1996). Before, the largest known QSO amplitude for 3C 279 was more than 6.7 mag (Eichius & Liller 1975) but with undersampled light curve.

The expected AGNs/QSOs surface densities are ~(10 – 37) deg^−2 with lim mag B/V ~ 20.5 (Iovino et al. 1996; Hartwick & Scade 1990) and 111 deg^−2 with lim mag B 22.6 (Trevese et al. 1989). Most of the QSOs are variable: the typical QSO variability in a sample of
2.3. Stellar flares

There is growing evidence for large amplitude (5 mag and more) stellar flares. Flare stars detected by extended plate surveys can serve as an example: e.g. the two pairs of OTs–flare stars detected by Greiner & Motch (1995) and Hudec et al. (1997) which seem to represent large amplitude flares (5 − 9 mag) from otherwise typical dMe flare stars. The exact statistics of such events is however unknown.

2.4. Variable stars

Also variable stars may exhibit light behavior similar to OAs and OTs. The Y Dra Mira type variable star located inside the error box of the GRB 910709 detected and positioned by COMPTEL can serve as an example: e.g. the two pairs of OTs–flare stars detected by Greiner & Motch (1995) and Hudec et al. (1997) which seem to represent large amplitude flares (5 − 9 mag) from otherwise typical dMe flare stars. The exact statistics of such events is however unknown.

2.5. OTs of unknown nature and origin

There are real OTs of unknown nature but of astrophysical origin detected both on emulsions and CCDs. Examples (real CCD detections): (1) OT 970215. A real CCD detection with guiding error (trailing), V 13 mag, not on any of other 800 CCD observations, nothing down 20 mag on the position, amplitude more than 7 mag (Vidal-Saiz et al. 1996). (2) OT 950806. Confirmed real object: detected on 20 CCD frames, peak magnitude I 7.5, amplitude more than 10 mag, nothing down mag 21 48 hrs after detection (Toth et al. 1996).

3. Strategy for GRB searches in optical range

(1) it is feasible to use ground based optical devices to monitor OAs of GRBs (2) these surveys must be of wide field and high sensitivity (3) these surveys will suffer by high rate of background triggers (4) the recent SNe searches may be used to detect OAs (5) the rates of most background triggers are poorly investigated so far (6) the detected OTs must be further studied to eliminate them from background triggers.

Numerous space and ground–based experiments can be used for these purposes such as the OMC (Optical Monitoring Camera) onboard INTEGRAL (5 × 5 deg², lim mag 19), CCD–based devices and telescopes (ASPA, OTM, BOOTES), digitized plate surveys and digitized archival plates.

4. Summary

Even the recent high localization accuracy of GRBs cannot exclude positionally coinciding OTs as just random unrelated coincidences. The exact background rate of unrelated triggers such as variable stars and extragalactic objects is unknown but may be rather high. The expected rate of faint (lim mag B 22.6) variable AGNs is 1 in a 5 × 5 arcmin box. The statistics of large–amplitude (> 0.5 mag) variable AGNs is unknown. The rate of faint (below mag 20) variable stars is unknown. For brighter variable stars, the expected rate is 0.03 − 0.5 (depending on galactic latitude) in a 5 × 5 arcmin box (lim mag 20). The expected rate of faint (lim mag R 23) SNe is 0.4 in a 5 × 5 arcmin box. The estimated total number of optically variable sources of astrophysical origin (SNe+AGNs+VS) is 1 − 2 in a 5 × 5 arcmin box, lim mag 23. It is obvious that we need a better statistics of faint variable optical objects.
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